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Executive Summary
This report comprises a description of four physical and one digital Citizen Observatories
(CO) in the Lighthouse City (LHC) Trondheim, Norway. The report describes how the COs
are connected to the +CityxChange approach (prototyping - enabling - accelerating), and
how they are implemented as a part of the project. The objective of Trondheim’s COs is to
facilitate physical and digital spaces to support the acceleration of becoming a positive
energy city. The COs are seen as a tool, platform, facilitator, enabler, and catalyst to secure
and make citizen engagement and citizen involvement possible and easily achievable. The
users of the COs are local authorities, energy providers, businesses, academia, citizens and
communities.

A five step framework, inspired by Work Package 3 in +CityxChange, was developed in order
to plan and set up the COs. During the implementation process it was noted that changes
were needed, so beneficial adjustments and adaptations were made accordingly. As a
result, the COs in LHC Trondheim have become more diverse and complementary, covering
a broader range of use. We see the framework as a starting point, suggestive information,
and a inspiration list that must be fitted to the CO in question and the local conditions, not
as a mandatory action list.This approach lowers the threshold, increases the success rate,
flexibility, replicability and adaptability potential for other cities, especially when sharing the
experience of added value and lessons learned in LHC Trondheim.

The five COs, which are part of +CityxChange in LHC Trondheim, are; Powerhouse and
Skipperkontoret; Bærekraftssenteret; Bøker&bylab Elgeseter; Lager11 and Playable
Trondheim, the digital platform Decidim. The COs are hosted by partners within
+CityxChange and serve more activities and projects than +CityxChange. The COs are
established in the Knowledge Axis, the +CityxChange Demonstration District, and an area
with several projects that define and will define urban development in LHC Trondheim. The
location of the COs serve a purpose beyond the project, expanding the impact and
contributing to positive synergies. In that notion it is worth mentioning the status as The UN
Centre of Excellence on Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) City Transition connected to
Bærekraftsenteret CO since 2019. LHC Trondheim is also among the top three finalists to
be awarded The European Capital of Innovation Award 2021. The award recognises the1

European cities that best promote innovations in their communities. LHC Trondheim has
demonstrated the connection between UN SDGs and the city's innovation vision through
experiments, ecosystem building, scaling, accelerating and knowledge sharing.

The COs in LHC Trondheim are provided with different technical gear such as screens,
cameras, and studio equipment that proved crucial during the global pandemic. The
technical gear, and spacious areas within the COs, made it possible to produce digital
content, keep up the activity level and secure safe working distance. All COs share visual
features connected to the SDGs.

1 The European Capital of Innovation Award:
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/eic-funding-opportunities/eic-prizes/european-capital-innovation-awards_en
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The added value and lessons learned from the work on planning, implementing and using
COs can be interpreted differently depending on the reader's vantage point. On a general
term the work taught the involved partners to think, work and collaborate in a dynamic,
sometimes unpredictable, environment. Being flexible and solution oriented, helped when
quick responses and adaptations were needed. For LHC Trondheim it has generated an
extended network and practical experience with methodology to enhance and include CE
and CI in decision making, sustainable value creation and to accelerate LHC Trondheim
becoming a positive energy city by 2050. Innovations and methodology from +CityxChange
has a transferral value inducing cross-sectional approach. This allows for feedback
mechanisms prototyping the future, through collaboration. The COs represent value by
being creative, multidimensional public spaces, bringing citizens together. They provide the
municipality with locations representing a common ground for ideation and innovation.
LHC Trondheim acknowledges the COs as important spaces for innovation, interactions and
involvement, and wishes to further develop and integrate the COs in the municipality.

This deliverable contains a description of;
● The connection and relevance to other +CityxChange tasks and deliverables.
● Prerequisites and necessary changes for successful COs.
● Localization of the COs and relevance within the Trondheim Knowledge Axis.
● A five step framework for developing a CO, for replication by others.
● Implementation and demonstration of the physical and digital observatories in

Trondheim.
● Comparison of the implemented COs.
● Reflections, lessons learned, and conclusion.

D5.8: +Trondheim Citizen Observatory, v.0.3 6
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1 Introduction
Task T5.3, Trondheim Citizen Observatories (COs), has involved the establishment and
implementation of COs in Trondheim. The deliverable is a demonstrator: D5.8: +Trondheim
Citizen Observatories, linked to demonstration project DP03. The demonstrator includes a
description of the four physical COs in Trondheim; their content and their connection to
+CityxChange. It also includes a digital platform, Decidim, for increased citizen
understanding, ownership, active participation and facilitating a 2-way dialogue between
the communities, and urban authorities. These five entities constitute the Trondheim COs
related to and located to the Distributed Positive Energy Blocks (DPEB) demonstration
areas and local energy transition.

The need and the use for COs, as a part of the innovation project +CityxChange, is
pre-defined in the Grant Agreement. They shall support and accelerate a city becoming
energy positive. COs are physical and digital platforms where interactions take place. Still,
there are degrees of freedom that have been valuable when developing, implementing, and
using the COs. A dynamic and pragmatic approach contributes to less static evolution, and
to our experience, this adds value and possibilities beyond the intended use. It was
beneficial to adapt to and collaborate with other partners and initiatives, both internal and
external. That gave diversity to the COs, increased networks and ownership.

1.1 Connections to other tasks within +CityxChange
Deliverable 5.8 is based on the framework for implementation of distributed positive
energy blocks (DPEB) Innovation Labs developed in D3.6: Framework for DPEB Innovation
Labs (Fitzgerald et al. 2020) and in D3.3: Framework for Innovation Playgrounds (Mee and
Crowe, 2020) as a local implementation and adaptation of that framework within a city.

● In D3.3 an innovation playground is defined as a “designated area of a city where
different physical and virtual places and activities related to innovations are brought
together into a coherent whole to facilitate collaboration, empower citizens, and find
new ways of addressing challenges that matter to people.” (Mee and Crowe, 2020,
page 6). D3.3 lists four interrelated elements; places, activities, data and enabling
mechanisms in conjunction with innovation playgrounds.

● D3.6 describes +CityxChange COs as spaces within the Innovation Playground that
lowers the threshold to participation and enables the next generation of smart
citizens. It comprises a plan, a virtual and physical location, or network of locations,
where implementation of the +CityxChange Innovation Playground can become
manifest. Located physically and conceptually within the +CityxChange Innovation
Playground, key stakeholders and users of DPEB Innovation Labs include
government, academia, business, and civil society representing the four actors of
the quadruple helix model of innovation.

Task T5.3 is connected to several tasks within the +CityxChange project. T5.3 is considered
the part where the Trondheim platforms (COs) are created and implemented. The COs shall

D5.8: +Trondheim Citizen Observatory, v.0.3 7
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exploit the information and data from the baseline model T5.1: Creating the Integrated
Baseline Model for Energy/Mobility/Socio-Economic Trondheim and monitor evaluation
data from Work Package 7: Monitoring and Evaluation. Important priorities and outcomes
from T5.3 will be implemented in the planning process of T5.2: Bold City Vision and
Guidelines. New expressions and new digital forms of narratives to support DPEBs shall be
tested in connection to a CO. The CO will be the platform where community participation
takes place, as part of T5.5: Implementation of an Innovation Playground.

1.2 Practical connection to other tasks within the
+CityxChange Trondheim demonstrators
Task 5.5: Implementation of an Innovation Playground, proved to be highly codependent
and intertwined with Task 5.3. In reality, Task 5.3: Citizen Observatories, act and function as
concrete physical and digital innovation playgrounds and co-creation spaces, while Task 5.5
is the actual use and activities taking place in the innovation playground. The established
physical locations combined with the digital platform, support and prerequisite processes
and work done in Task 5.5. The Trondheim innovation playground geography exceeds the
COs, and activities in T5.5 have been taking place outside of the COs as well as within. This
deliverable will not include detailed descriptions of activities taking place. They will be fully
described and explained in D5.10: Trondheim Innovation Lab Solutions Catalogue.

Data related to energy performance, demand and supply, and socio-economic data for
Trondheim was part of the tool developed in Task 5.1: Creating the Integrated Baseline
Model for Energy/Mobility/Socio-Economic Trondheim. The tool was used to explore new
local renewable solutions in energy, as part of an energy transition. The COs, being situated
in the demonstration area, were used to gather and share information from citizens,
business communities, public sector, R&D sector, volunteers and academia. This was done
through a wide variety of activities like open meetings, workshops, digital workshops,
seminars, webinars, display of animation films, presentations, slideshows, talks, teaching
events with high school students, internships with University students, climathons,
podcasts, news articles, walk and map and more. These activities will be explained in detail
in D5.10.

Working with Task 5.4: Enabling Regulatory Mechanism, revealed a need to debate and
address regulatory, and other, barriers connected to energy transition in Trondheim and
Norway. The COs became neutral platforms where this could be explored. Also, work
connected to Task 5.8: Seamless eMobility, has used the COs in events further explained in
D5.10.

Task 5.2: Bold City Visions and Guidelines, is an integrated part of Trondheim municipality
(TK) city planning. The Bold City Vision (BCV) is anchored at the top administrative level, in
the CEO leader group, and is a part of the plan and strategy hierarchy. The framework for
the BCV and city transition has been ratified in the political case:  Planning strategy for
Trondheim municipality 2020-2023. This includes the plan and process for developing the

D5.8: +Trondheim Citizen Observatory, v.0.3 8
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BCV into a fully integrated planning process and connects the BCV closely to the overall
societal master plan for TK.

The framework for the BCV, D3.1 : Framework for Bold City Vision, Guidelines, and Incentive2

Schemes (Tanum and Mjøen et al, 2020), has been used to better link stakeholders, actions
and resources, as a methodology. This led The United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe (UNECE) and LHC Trondheim to establish the fifth Geneva UN Charter Centre of
Excellence on Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) City Transition in Trondheim , in3

October 2019. The scope of this Centre of Excellence is to evaluate the performance and
potential for smart sustainable development in cities and communities to advance urban
development in correlation with the SDGs. Local needs will be connected to a global
knowledge hub, solution providers and funding opportunities. The Centre constitutes a part
of the COs and is hosted and led by TK.

Integrating the UN SDGs and BCV increases the impact and value of the BCV framework.
The BCV has become an important tool aligning global goals and local policy objectives
within the municipality. The integration of the BCV and UN SDGs are driving societal
innovation in TK. Their strong correlation to the work within +CityxChange will assure that
the work, work methodology, and results from +CityxChange will be connected to, made
known, and have interactions with other projects. Important priorities and outcomes from
the work done in the COs can be implemented in the formal planning processes in the
municipality. The activities carried out in this demonstration will support the development
and use of a Bold City Vision in Task 5.2, and connect citizens to the innovation playground.

1.3 Prerequisites and adaptations
There are different definitions of what constitutes a CO, all share commonalities; enabling
citizen participation, involvement and contributions. In Task 5.3 we relied on the experience
and definitions from D3.3 and D3.6. This formed the objective of COs in Trondheim to be
physical and digital spaces, that facilitate and support the acceleration of becoming a
positive energy city, using both physical activities and digital platforms. The COs are set for
local authorities, communities, energy providers, businesses, citizens, students, Universities
and visitors. The list is not exhaustive. They represent a flexible structure for enabling
citizens to co-shape their future city and enable the implementation of a community-led
open innovation process. Bottom-up co-design and co-creation processes have allowed
space for experimentation of new urban prototypes and solutions to common needs and
issues.

The scope of the demonstration in Trondheim is the physical locations, the digital platform
and activities targeting citizen participation. According to D7.1: Approach and Methodology
for monitoring and evaluation, calculating the number of COs established, is based on the

3 UNECE and Trondheim:
https://unece.org/housing-and-land-management/press/unece-and-city-trondheim-norway-join-forces-smart-an
d-sustainable

2 Framework BCV:
https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-incentive-schemes/
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sum of all observatories established and fully operational for more than three consecutive
months in the designated +CityxChange demonstration area. Trondheim Lighthouse City
implemented all four physical COs and one digital platform before the end of year two of
the project period. The four COs were up and running, and have reached the
corresponding KPI 28 target number. The COs in Trondheim will also be a tool for4

achieving +CityxChange KPIs in KPIs 27 , 29 , 30 , 32 and 33 . The circumstances with the5 6 7 8 9

Covid 19 pandemic led to more digital workshops and experiments, rather than physical
processes. As Norway has gradually re-opened in 2021, physical events have been
reintroduced. This will be documented in D5.10.

1.3.1 Location changes and additions
The original project description lists the physical locations for Trondheim +CityxChange COs
as Brattøra, Sluppen, Torget, and Adressaparken. With the project progress and framework
being redefined, changes to the locations became necessary and valuable. An overall
consideration was that locations should be strongly linked to the three demo areas, local
activities and communities. Changing two of the locations increased the potential for
replication, scaling up, and preserving sustainability. It further moved them to meeting
places with increased possibilities for regular activity. The new set of locations combines
urban spaces and physical collaboration arenas for analog involvement activities.

The first move was from the new Central Square (Nye Torget) to Bærekraftsenteret in Erling
Skakkes gate 14. Bærekraftsenteret (“The Sustainability Centre'') was established as a new
arena for innovation in Trondheim municipality, with space for activities, screens,
podcast-studio and elements that invite the citizens to explore the city and sustainability.
The distance to the initial location is less than 200m from Bærekraftsenteret.

The second move was from Addressaparken to Bøker&bylab Elgeseter in Professor Brochs
gate 2. This is situated within the NTNU Gløshaugen Campus area and is considered a part
of the Gløshaugen demonstration area. Bøker&bylab Elgeseter is 2 km from
Adressaparken. According to the Grant Agreement: “The functionality of the award-winning
Adressaparken open air innovation arena and lab for R&D, communication, testing of new
solutions (...) will be extended towards trying new expressions and new digital forms of
narrative to support DPEBs in Trondheim”. The intended plan to use Adressaparken with new
expressions and digital forms of storytelling needed to be solved in another matter,
another place, as discussed in section 4.6.

The third move was from the Innovation Lab FAKTRY to Lager11 in Sluppenveien 11. Both
locations are situated in Sluppen, less than 500m apart, and are within the demonstration
area. This moved the CO from a specific makerspace to a more public-facing location.

9 KPI 33: Number of demonstration projects implemented in Follower Cities

8 KPI 32: Number of organisations and/or property owners with new sustainable energy approaches

7 KPI 30: Number of innovation labs and/or playgrounds contributing to the creation of DPEB

6 KPI 29: Number of community participation events and actions

5 KPI 27: Number of community participation events organized/coordinated across all +CityxChange cities

4 KPI 28: Number of citizen observatories established

D5.8: +Trondheim Citizen Observatory, v.0.3 10
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The design and placement of the physical space at Brattøra proved useful as a showroom
for the solutions made in +CityxChange, but not as a workshop and meeting space. To meet
the need for such a space, Skipperkontoret was added to the COs in Trondheim. The
walking distance is 1,5 km between the two locations, and they serve as one CO.

Table 1.1 shows the planned COs and location according to the Grant Agreement in section
one. Section two lists the names of what became the actual COs and associated
neighborhoods. The bold writing shows the adjustments and additions.

Table 1.1 Name and location of the COs in LHC Trondheim.

Initial area and CO Realised area and CO

Brattøra: Powerhouse Brattøra: Powerhouse, Nyhavna: Skipperkontoret

Midtbyen: City Square Midtbyen: Bærekraftsenteret

Møllenberg: Adressaparken Elgeseter: Bøker&bylab Elgeseter

Sluppen: FAKTRY Sluppen: Lager11

Playable Trondheim Digital CO: Decidim

D5.8: +Trondheim Citizen Observatory, v.0.3 11
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2 Localizing the Citizen Observatories

2.1 The Knowledge Axis
All the COs are within the Knowledge Axis - Kunnskapsaksen - in LHC Trondheim, which
constitutes the geographical area for the demonstration district. It is a physical axis that
contains many prominent knowledge actors from research, education, industry and the
public sector in TK, among others NTNU and SINTEF. It stretches from the waterfront
Brattøra and Nyhavna in the north, to Sluppen in the south. It includes downtown areas,
NTNU Campus and areas submitted to urban development and transition, like Brattøra and
Sluppen demonstration areas. The Knowledge Axis is the arena of several projects that will
define urban development in TK, and the COs being located within the same area, serves a
purpose beyond the +CityxChange project, expanding its impact and contributing by
positive synergism.

Citizen engagement through the COs is carried out across the Knowledge Axis, to inform
stakeholders of the potential in the +CityxChange project and how they can become
involved. A video made to promote Climathon 2020 in Trondheim (Task 11.4) describes10

the Knowledge Axis. It also gives a brief introduction to the COs.

Climathon 2021 in Trondheim targets the green energy transition of Elgeseter (the major
traffic artery into the area). The event was a collaboration between +CityxChange, TK, NTNU
and Trondheim Tech Port, with relevance for +CityxChange. The ideation-day was facilitated
on Bøker&bylab Elgeseter, one of the COs, and brought energy efficiency and local energy
production to the forefront.

2.2 Citizen Observatory localization in the Knowledge Axis
There are four physical and one digital COs in Trondheim connected to +CityxChange.
Brattøra, with its two locations Powerhouse and Skipperkontoret, is considered as one CO.
In the middle of the city centre, Bærekraftssenteret was established. On Elgeseter street,
connected to NTNU Campus, Bøker&bylab Elgeseter is located. At Sluppen, a part of
Lager11 is established as a CO. As shown in figure 2.1, the COs are dispersed and
connected to different urban areas within the demonstration area.

10 Knowledge Axis - Climathon Trondheim 2020 Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViinX0eu_44&t=2s
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Figure 2.1. Demonstration area in Trondheim, known as the Knowledge Axis with the Trondheim COs (source:
Tomasz Opach)

D5.8: +Trondheim Citizen Observatory, v.0.3 13
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3 Citizen Observatory frame
The methodology and framework used in planning, creating and conducting the COs are
based on the work conducted in D3.6: Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs (Fitzgerald et
al, 2020) and t D3.3: Framework for Innovation Playgrounds (Mee and Crowe, 2020). The
deliverables gave the theory and necessary guidelines for TK to develop and integrate COs
in Trondheim. There are other deliverables in +CityxChange connected to citizen
engagement; D3.1 Framework for Bold City Vision, Guidelines, and Incentive Schemes
(Tanum and Mjøen et al, 2019) and D3.2: Delivery of the citizen participation playbook
(García and Mora, 2020), that also contributed to the knowledge base. The CO frame and
implementation are updated continuously to align with the New European Bauhaus
initiative and the Climate City Contracts of the Mission on Climate-Neutral and Smart11

Cities .12

3.1 The path to the Citizen Observatory frame
In Task 5.3: Citizen Observatories, LHC Trondheim implemented COs as a demonstration.
Furthermore, TK defined three conditional pillars for the work;

Figure 3.1 The conditional pillars for implementing Citizen Observatories in LHC Trondheim

12 EU Mission: Climate-Neutral and Smart Cities:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-op
en-calls/horizon-europe/missions-horizon-europe/climate-neutral-and-smart-cities_en

11 New European Bauhause initiative:
https://europa.eu/new-european-bauhaus/index_en
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The COs should provide platforms for citizens, city representatives and key stakeholders
from +CityxChange to interact and raise awareness of plans and activities in the PEBs. The
content and needs in physical COs can be inspired by the Innovation Playground Matrix
presented in D3.3: Framework for Innovation Playgrounds. The concept of COs as digital
platforms for co-creation is built on the functionalities described in D3.2: Delivery of the
Citizen Participation Playbook (García and Mora, 2020). D3.2 is also the base for citizen-led
open innovation, through participation, in addition to the demonstration of the Borgerkraft
project for sustainable neighbourhoods, and the D3.3: Framework for Innovation13

Playgrounds. The goals of using a digital platform, the CO demos, and the Innovation
Playground are intertwined. They all seek to harness citizen-led open innovation.

Why involve the citizens?
The importance of citizen engagement (CE) is documented through D3.2: Delivery of the
Citizen Participation Playbook (García and Mora, 2020) and other literature. Trondheim
municipality has embraced the importance of participatory processes when developing and
shaping the city.

This notion is not exclusive to LHC Trondheim, it is one of several cities in Norway
acknowledging co-creation and citizen involvement (CI) as necessary and valuable. In 2018,
The Norwegian Association of Local and Regional Authorities (KS) published a handbook14

for local collaborative social innovation, written in a Norwegian context, but accessible in
English .15

The handbook recognises that social innovation is at its best when people with diverse
resources, experience and knowledge work together. Using Trondheim as an example, the
municipality is both a geographical area and an organization being the largest employer in
the city with more than 15 000 employees. It is also the main regulatory authority that
frames and influences, to a large extent, social and urban development. The future welfare
requirements must be resolved, and many people are experiencing alienation from the
public sector, and thus we are in need of strengthening the society's democratic values in
decision making.

This admission led LHC Trondheim to pass a political act supporting citizen involvement (CI)
and ordering increased use of CI in 2019 . The act emphasizes the responsibility to secure16

the involvement of a diverse group of citizens. It highlights the inclusion of minorities,
children, youths and citizens that are rarely heard. It also challenges the municipality to use
different platforms and interactions to incorporate CI at a systematic level in the
municipality. The act is translated into english and found in the Appendix to this deliverable.

16 TK information site:
https://sites.google.com/trondheim.kommune.no/samskaping/veien-videre

15 English handbook:
https://www.ks.no/contentassets/1d95dc227ec141c9832d54bd46e01c58/handbook-social-innovation-ks.pdf

14 Handbook:
https://www.ks.no/globalassets/handbok-for-samskaping.pdf

13 Borgerkraft:
https://borgerkraft.trondheim.kommune.no/
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The point of CI is almost self-explaining, nobody likes to be coerced. Citizens have valuable
insights and knowledge and must be given the opportunity to share and contribute in
processes that affect their lives. This creates ownership and empowerment. It will also
reveal potential controversy at an early stage. Controversy or conflicting interests can be
softened, solved or accepted if the information and process are shared and understood.

Knowledge is said to be power, and giving citizens access to knowledge and inviting them to
share their knowledge, is a way of democratizing knowledge and power. It is also a way to
access and share implicit and tacit knowledge. The innovation and co-creation segments
with CE and CI are a formidable source to accelerate and further innovate and evolve.

COs can in many ways be seen as tools, platforms, facilitators, enablers and catalysts to
secure and make CI and CE possible and easily achievable. The localization of the
Trondheim COs was not coincidental. They are situated where the demonstration takes
place, where people will be affected, where citizens should be invited to engage and get
involved. To circle back to the political act in Trondheim municipality; the success rate is
thought to be higher when citizens are engaged and involved with local projects and topics
close to their reality.

3.2 Developing the five step frame for Citizen Observatories
In LHC Trondheim we have identified five steps in developing a frame for COs. These steps
are inspired from work done in WP3 and developed within the work of implementing the
COs. The five steps work as a recipe and starting point when establishing a CO. The
following sections will describe the five steps in general terms. The steps are shown in the
following figure.

Figure 3.2 The five step frame for Citizen Observatories
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The connection and the adjustments made to the COs in LHC Trondheim are addressed in
chapter 1 and the implementation will be explored in chapter 4.

3.2.1 Task step 1 - Developing a brief
The first step in developing a framework for a CO is to develop a brief. A brief is the
essential information. It is a specification of the concept for the COs as a whole and
identifies the purpose the COs will serve. A brief should also include the essential
information for each specific CO, if there are more than one, and to what part of the overall
purpose the individual CO contributes. The brief should include information about local
conditions, actors, intentions, focus, ambitions and goals.

3.2.2 Task step 2 - Descriptive specifications
The second step addresses the descriptive information for the different spaces and arenas
needed to obtain a CO. It will include information such as:

- collaboration with existing actors and arenas
- practical and economic collaboration
- contracts

- need or presence of technical equipment
- description of the physical content and premises present or needed within the CO

- accessibility, office space, meeting rooms, workshop-space, showroom,
studio, other

If the CO is the first arriver in the designated space, the descriptive specifications can be
seen as a requirement list. The requirement list can be sorted in a grading system from
crucial → nice to have.

3.2.3 Task step 3 - Digital infrastructure
The third step is planning and designing the digital infrastructure for the COs. The
designated space might have a technical baseline present. If that is the case it is more
sustainable to evaluate equipment needed complementary to existing inventory. When
assessing the digital infrastructure attention should be paid to;

- interaction design
- integration of different tools
- Interfaces and usability
- communication structures

3.2.4 Task step 4 - Organizational structure
The fourth step is organizational structure that will differ from CO to CO. As a starting point
the following tasks should be considered;

- unveil collaboration and interactions between stakeholders
- unveil collaboration and interactions with the existing users of the space
- define roles and responsibilities
- identify gaps or missing structures
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The practical interface within the CO can be sought through awareness and different
structures in order to organize the use of shared space, structure activities and have
suitable hosts for the space and activities. This can be done by one or more of the following
suggestions;

- regular meetings to plan and strategize
- calendar system
- define exclusive territories, use and time slots if needed

The desired and present services within the CO should be considered in advance. This
could include;

- support structures with mentors
- access to funding mechanisms
- interaction possibilities with other projects
- internships

3.2.5 Task step 5 - Support for the Citizen Observatory
The last step considers how events and activities support the relevance and mission of the
CO. The activities can be directly linked to the scope of the CO, or it can be tangent. If the
CO shares space with other projects/tennants, there will be multiple interactions and
possibilities for valuable and random knowledge transfer, development and evolution. The
support can be considered as an activity, a happening, a display or an interaction by chance
or planned. A list of event and activity types could include;

- workshops
- seminars and webinars
- displays
- debates and dialogue
- work sessions
- brainstorming
- podcast

- open events
- ideation
- hackathons and climathons
- co-creation
- lectures and presentations
- walk and map
- meetings

3.3 Shaping Trondheim Citizen Observatories
The task steps are helpful when planning and setting up a CO, but must be adapted to local
conditions and plans. The steps function as a checklist, shopping list or inspiration. New
entries should be made during the process, since a CO is not a static and absolute entity, it
is in constant movement and development. Establishing new COs is less demanding with
the help of the five-step tool. The appendix contains a chart with all the task steps included
and filled out charts for three of the physical COs in LHC Trondheim as examples.

The five-step frame was beneficial for LHC Trondheim. The generic description served as a
recipe and base point. Other cities can have a faster track to implementation and success
by using the chart and knowing the specifications made to Trondheim COs.

● How we designed and made the five different COs (chapter 4)
● Necessary changes and adaptations (chapter 1)
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● The implementation and use of the COs (chapter 4 and D5.10)
● Reflections and lessons learned (chapter 5)
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4 Implementation and demonstration of the
observatories
The five COs which are part of +CityxChange in LHC Trondheim, are Powerhouse and
Skipperkontoret, Bærekraftssenteret, Bøker&bylab Elgeseter, Lager11, and Playable
Trondheim, the digital platform Decidim. The four physical COs in Trondheim represent
four different solutions when it comes to how they played out. The objective of TK’s COs is17

to provide physical and digital spaces for the local authority, energy providers, businesses,
citizens and communities, academia, media and other stakeholders. The physical COs are
near the demonstration areas, within the Knowledge Axis in Trondheim. Each of the four
COs have a different set-up adapted and customized to local conditions and the
community. However, they all share the ambition and goal of supporting and accelerating
LHC Trondheim in becoming an energy positive city.

Hosting

The COs are hosted by different partners within +CityxChange. Bærekraftsenteret is owned
and hosted by Trondheim Municipality, and it serves more projects than +CityxChange. TK
coordinates the work, leads the implementation and hosts the CO. Skipperkontoret is
owned by Trondheim Havn and TK. It is hosted by TK. Bøker&bylab Elgeseter is a18

collaboration between TK, NTNU and Studentsamskipnaden . It is co-hosted with NTNU. It19

serves more projects within the municipality and in collaboration with other ongoing
initiatives. The Powerhouse showroom is located at the PEB anchor building at Brattøra.
The building is owned by Entra , but the showroom is hosted by TrønderEnergi (TE) . An20 21

outdoor screen is in progress, and will be connected to the showroom. Lager11 is owned
by Kjeldsberg Eiendom , and the CO is co-hosted with TK. Table 4.1 gives an overview of22

the hosting of the different COs.

22 Kjeldsberg Eiendom: Real estate company and partner within +CityxChange
21 TrønderEnergi: Energy company and partner within +CityxChange

20 Entra: Real estate company and associated partner in +CityxChange

19 Studentsamskipnaden: Student welfare organization

18 Trondheim Havn: port authority, jointly owned by several municipalities including TK

17 The four different meeting places in LHC Trondheim:
https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/aktuelt/om-kommunen/bk/barekraft/cxc/de-fire-moteplassene/
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Table 4.1 Overview showing the Citizen Observatories and their hosts

CO CO Hosts

Skipperkontoret Trondheim Havn and Trondheim Kommune

Bærekraftssenteret Trondheim Kommune

Bøker&bylab Elgeseter Co-host NTNU and Trondheim Kommune

Lager11 Owned by Kjeldsberg Eiendom, and co-hosted with TK

Powerhouse Building owned by Entra, hosted by TrønderEnergi

Regulating Citizen observatories through bilateral agreements

To regulate the work with the different COs, there is a signed contract between the host of
the COs and +CityxChange. This accounts for COs at Lager11, Bøker&bylab Elgeseter and
Skipperkontoret. All the contracts are signed by the Lighthouse City Coordinator for
Trondheim City. The intent is to regulate and define the use of the different spaces and
what technical equipment +CityxChange is making available in the COs. For example, one of
the project members has been working in Bøker&bylab Elgeseter every second Thursday as
part of the contract. The contracts are attached in the Appendix as an example for
replication and stakeholder mapping.

There is no contract between +CityxChange, Powerhouse, and Bærekraftssenteret.
Powerhouse was already up and running with +CityxChange content in 2018, and there was
no reason to further regulate the relationship between +CityxChange and Powerhouse.
Bærekraftssenteret is owned by TK, and therefore a contract was unnecessary. The TK
+CityxChange official project office is at Bærekraftsenteret CO.

Shared visual features in LHC Trondheim Citizen Observatories

To connect the COs to +CityxChange and to each other, the UN SDGs were chosen to
present the common visual identity of the COs. Not only is the CO Bærekraftsenteret home
to the UN Charter Centre of Excellence on Sustainable Development Goals City Transition
in Trondheim, but the work in +CityxChange is connected to the SDGs, and particularly:

● SDG #7; affordable and clean energy
● SDG #9; industry, innovation and infrastructure
● SDG #11; sustainable cities and communities
● SDG #12; responsible consumption and production
● SDG #13; climate action
● SDG #17; partnerships for the goals.

To create this shared visual feature, five sets of 17 wooden boxes, each representing one
SDG, were designed together with Vekst Melhus AS . The producer is a labor market23

23 Vekst Melhus AS:
https://vekstmelhus.no/
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company established and owned by Melhus municipality. Their main task is to employ and
activate people with health or social challenges leaving them outside the labor force. Each
box is engraved with one SDG and its corresponding colours. The boxes are used as
furniture, storage and decorative informative use. They are popular requisites, and
frequently lent out to others. The collaboration resulted in a commercial product for
Melhus Vekst AS.

Figure 4.1 The SDG boxes made in collaboration with Melhus Vekst AS (source: TK)

Shared and exclusive features

Each of the COs has screens that are tailor-made for the space and rooms in use. We use
the software MagicInfo . MagicInfo is a content and device management solution giving24

businesses the ability to easily create, schedule and play content across a signage network.
Bærekraftssenteret has a media studio for streaming and recording podcasts, webinars,
social media content and production of other communication and dissemination content.

24 MagicInfo:
https://www.magicinfoservices.com/
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4.1 Powerhouse and Skipperkontoret (Brattøra)
Powerhouse and Skipperkontoret make up the CO in the Brattøra demonstration area. It
consists of a showroom, a meeting and working place and is soon to be joined by an
outdoor screen on the pedestrian path shown in the picture.

Powerhouse

Figure 4.2 The Powerhouse and the pedestrian road bridging Brattøra to city centre (source: TK)

The Powerhouse building is one of the most well-known buildings in Trondheim. It is the
largest positive-energy building in Norway and will generate more energy in its operational
phase than it uses in the production, construction, operation and disposal of the building.25

In +CityxChange parts of the Powerhouse serve as a showroom and visitor centre. The
showroom was developed together with TE and associated partner Entra, and has been
co-branded with the Powerhouse Showcase Centre.

Powerhouse showroom

The showroom has three stations, with touch screens where the viewer can interact with
the story of Powerhouse. The viewer can customize what they want to see and learn. There
are films integrated, together with text and illustrations. The information and visualizations
have information about the needed collaborating in planning and building of Powerhouse,
the technology and innovations used in the building, information about energy production,
consumption and how energy solutions will contribute in the energy transition. The screens
were also showing the energy production and consumption within the building.

25 The Powerhouse:
https://www.powerhouse.no/en/prosjekter/powerhouse-brattorkaia/
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Figure 4.3 The Powerhouse Showroom (source: Entra)

The main functionality of Powerhouse, as a CO, has been the visitor center located on the
ground floor of the building. This space contributed with information, and was a space
where people could see and learn about the energy and sustainability features of the
building. The use of the showroom can be seen here . The public could book touring from26

the webpage, and kindergartens and schools were much welcomed. They had 15 different
stories to tell about The Powerhouse. Access to the visitor center was via a cafe on the first
floor, that unfortunately closed partway through the demonstration due to COVID-19. This
and the pandemic resulted in the visitor center not being able to function as originally
planned for the entire duration of the project. Post-corona a new cafe will open, and the
showroom will hopefully be revitalized.

Entra and TE are the main partners at the Powerhouse CO. Discussion centered around
how to increase the visibility of the sustainability features of the Powerhouse building and
the Brattøra microgrid. The Brattøra microgrid constitutes the practical energy part of PEB
Brattøra and overlaps with the +CityxChange demonstration taking place at Brattøra. Hence
they share an interest in visibility, citizen engagement, and involvement. The testing phase
has generated plenty of interesting facts and results, and displaying this on an outdoor
screen came to mind. It was considered valuable to engage people in the positive energy
transition taking place in situ. The location was selected on the outdoor wall of the

26 Showroom:
https://www.powerhouse.no/visningssenter/
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Powerhouse, facing the pedestrian bridge that connects Brattøra to the city centre. Screens
were ordered and an information presentation was made ready to plug and play. But whilst
writing this, the outdoor screen is yet to be installed due to permit approval delays. The
permit has recently been approved, and the screen is hopefully up and running by the end
of 2021. The content made for the screen is developed by TK staff and will be a part of
D5.10.

In addition to the above, information, promotion, engagement, and awareness of the
energy transition in the Brattøra microgrid and +CityxChange demonstration area have
been demonstrated through different events. Some took place at the location, others were
located elsewhere within the Knowledge Axis. The main event was a webinar, hosted on
location at Powerhouse. The event had over 80 participants and engaged many businesses,
project partners and other stakeholders in the area. The full event description will be
featured in D5.10 Trondheim Innovation Lab Solutions Catalogue. Entra continuously
receives requests for guided information tours, and they take place by appointment.

Skipperkontoret

Skipperkontoret is a two-year test project, run by Trondheim municipality in collaboration
with Trondheim Havn, who owns the building. The rent has been suitably low, taken from
TK’s in-kind operational budget, and the overall investments in this CO have been low-cost
but effective with high and relevant output.

Figure 4.4 Skipperkontoret, industrial area and docking port (source: TK)

Skipperkontoret is located in Nyhavna, an industrial area and docking port situated
between downtown Trondheim, the fjord, and the river (Nidelven). It has a rich collection of
cultural monuments from World War II, cultural history and culture-based businesses. The
area is in its beginning of urban development, with ambitions to transform it into an
attractive and sustainable downtown neighborhood by the water.

Establishing a CO in this area creates a place for dialogue, discussion, events and
co-creation of the new sustainable, positive and resilient neighborhood. The entrance to
the CO is set on the ground floor so that it faces the future main street Skippergata. The CO
location has proved fit as a working space for the municipality, students and partners
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working on urban development. The large open space within was suitable for exhibitions,
festivals, workshops and public meetings.

Figure 4.5 Skipperkontoret, common area and exhibition room in use (source: TK)

The most important partner and user of Skipperkontoret CO has been NTNU, as part of
Universitetskommune TRD 3.0 partnership . Yearly, over 150 architecture/urban design27

students have participated in master courses regarding Nyhavna.

From October 2021 the event space has been shared with a creative digital company called
Ablemagic, who uses the room for prototyping and 1:1 testing with children and youth.
Sharing the space brings even more life to Nyhavna and the CO.

Figure 4.6 Activities in the exhibition room at Skipperkontoret (source: TK)

4.2 Bærekraftssenteret (Midtbyen)
The Sustainability Center (Bærekraftssenteret) is a part of LHC Trondheim and is organized
directly under the City CEO. The centre supports the work of the municipality in research,
education and guidance in sustainable value creation and restructuring of cities and local
communities. It has been established by upgrading parts of the ground floor of a main

27 Universitetskommune TRD 3.0:
https://sites.google.com/trondheim.kommune.no/universitetskommunen/english
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municipality building in the city centre, allowing for transparency and easy access and use.
As said above, it also is used as the TK +CityxChange office.

In October 2019, Bærekraftssenteret was granted the status of a "Geneva UN Charter
Center of Excellence" becoming the 5th Charter Centre of Excellence. This allows for the
centre to have close working relationships and collaborations with UN agencies such as
UN-Habitat and U4SSC . The UN SDGs act as a guideline and reference. On the homepage,28

U4SSC emphasizes that: a smart sustainable city is an innovative city that uses information29

and communication technologies (ICTs) and other means to improve quality of life, efficiency of
urban operation and services, and competitiveness, while ensuring that it meets the needs of
present and future generations with respect to economic, social, environmental as well as
cultural aspects. This ensures the current work being in line, but also long-term
sustainability for the CO.

Bærekraftssenteret drives initiatives by using its growing collaborative network, working
closely with students, business and the public sector. Bærekraftssenteret has an internship
program where students work towards a more sustainable future by interacting with
partners. Bærekraftssenteret collaborates with student organisations at NTNU, such as
Start NTNU and UN Students (FN Studentene) where the Centre contributes to UN theme
week. In addition, the Centre works with organisations such as SINTEF (research and
development), NTNU (academia), and NiT (regional chamber of commerce) in addition to
private businesses of all sizes from start-ups to large organizations.

Figure 4.7 Activities taking place at Bærekraftsenteret (source:TK)

29 U4SSC:
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/ssc/united/Pages/default.aspx

28 U4SSC: The United Nations for Smart Sustainable Cities
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Figure 4.8 Podcast and streaming room at Bærekraftsenteret (source: TK)

4.3 Bøker&bylab Elgeseter (Campus NTNU)
Bøker&bylab Elgeseter was established in 2019 as a two-year test project run by Trondheim
Municipality in collaboration with Studentsamskipnaden and NTNU. The location of30

Bøker&bylab Elgeseter provides a CO that is convenient for NTNU students as it is close to
the campus. The area itself is located on the ground floor, with large logoed windows facing
the sidewalk, and at the main entrance road to Trondheim.

Figure 4.9 Bøker&bylab Elgeseter (source: TK)

The building, named Miljøbygget, was at completion in 2009 the most energy-efficient
building in Norway. It is owned by KLP , who gave Bøker&bylab Elgeseter a subsidized rent.31

It has several tenants and entrance points with a shared cantine. This makes Bøker&bylab
Elgeseter visible and accessible both by chance or by means.

31 Kommunal Landspensjonskasse

30 Studentsamskipnaden: private student welfare foundation
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Figure 4.10 Bøker&bylab Elgeseter seen from the outside (source: TK)

This CO is home to recycled books from the Trondheim Public Library. The books are free
for the public to take with them. It's also an open library for discussions, idea development,
workshops and collaboration. Bøker&bylab Elgeseter has opening hours from Tuesday to
Thursday, and on Sundays. It is possible to book the space to host different events and
meetings. It is a popular space for several projects and initiatives, with a low threshold to
engage. There are screens installed to support the dissemination of information and collect
input from citizens related to the +CityxChange project. It is possible to achieve citizen
engagement on many levels in collaboration with other internal users or other external
collaborators.

Figure 4.11 Activities at Bøker&bylab Elgeseter seen (source: TK)
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4.4 Lager11 (Sluppen)
The Sluppen CO, located at Lager11 in Sluppenvegen 11, was officially opened in32

September 2020 by Nikolai Astrup, the Norwegian Minister of Local Government and
Modernization. Lager11 has been run as a food court and event place since June 2020.
Sluppen is a district in Trondheim currently characterized by industrial and office buildings.
The area is transforming into an urban and vivid place for a diversity of people to live, work
and meet. A central factor in making this happen has been to give new life to the old
warehouse in Sluppenvegen 11.

Figure 4.12 Front side and entrance of Lager11 (source: RK)

Inspired by the Baltic Market in Liverpool and Reffen in Copenhagen, R. Kjeldsberg (RK)
wanted to make the old warehouse into a vibrant meeting point of cultures and good
experiences. The food hall has independent street food stalls run by entrepreneurs with
immigrant backgrounds. Measures were made to rebuild the warehouse building into a
climbing gym, operated by Grip Klatring, Lager11 Street Food & Scene and a Blackbox
theater.

The dedicated space for the CO is a corner of Lager11 Street Food & Scene. Many people
move through this CO weekly, making it a key location to share information and collect
input through the touch screen installed on site. Lager 11 provides spaces for meetings
and events of all sizes. Part of including the community has been inviting art students from
Thora Storm High School to decorate the walls of the food hall. Letting the young students
be creative with big walls at their disposal has been beneficial for all parts, as their artwork
turned out to be a great asset to Lager11.

32 Sluppen City Lab Opening:
https://cityxchange.eu/sluppen-city-lab-opening-in-trondheim/
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The blackbox is versatile, being a large room that can be furnished to different use, with
plentiful technical equipment, projector and scene. The blackbox has been the arena for a
broad spectrum of events, including concerts, bingo, baby-parents-meetings, designers
market and business presentations for students. This brings the community together for
the experience of a diversity of foods, entertainment and happenings.

The boundaries between the blackbox and food hall vary. Some events are strictly limited
to the ones renting the place, and some are open to all free of charge, where people move
freely from the blackbox to the food hall. The food hall itself has been used for
entertainment, with circus performances, Oktoberfest with live music, movie screenings
and more.

Figure 4.13 Outdoor and indoor activities at Lager11 (source: RK)

4.5 Implementation of digital infrastructure (Decidim)
The Grant Agreement states: “The Citizen Observatory demos include a digital platform
(“Playable Trondheim”) for increased citizen understanding, ownership and active participation
including interactive mapping that enables a 2-way dialogue regarding the aims, goals,
motivations and ambitions of the communities with the urban authorities.”

Setting up the digital infrastructure has been an important part of the COs demos. The
Citizen Participation Playbook (D3.2) delivered in WP3 guided the selection processes for
Trondheim. Both Consul and Decidim, featured in the Playbook, were considered for
implementation in Trondheim. Decidim was selected, as its design and functionality seemed
to fit best with the overall engagement strategy of TK.

Decidim is a free open-source platform for citizen engagement. The tools, or modules,33

allow users to write proposals, vote on ideas and take part in activities such as participatory

33 Decidim:
https://decidim.org/
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budgeting. In Trondheim, Decidim has been used to facilitate different processes with a
focus on generating ideas, writing proposals and voting.

Playable Trondheim

Playable Trondheim is the name used in the Grant Agreement to refer to the digital
platform used to engage citizens in a 2-way dialogue regarding the aims of the project. The
name “Playable Trondheim” was replaced by Decidim, as it made more sense to refer to the
name of the digital platform selected for testing in Trondheim. Decidim was used in all of
the test processes in Trondheim. However, the way it was used and the degree of success it
achieved largely depended on how the process was structured by project staff. This section
will give an overview of the test processes, which occurred between 2019 and 2021, and
reflect on both the platform and process.

Borgerkraft (Citizen power)

The Borgerkraft process was a partnership with various departments at the Trondheim34

Municipality, to test participatory budgeting and citizen juries. TK had a budget of 1 million
Norwegian kroner and wanted to explore opportunities for funding sustainability-related
initiatives in neighbourhoods in the south of Trondheim city.

The Decidim platform was used to facilitate the generation of sustainability proposals and
projects from citizens. This was a difficult first test process because it involved many new
things at once. TK had limited experience with participatory budgeting, where citizens vote
on how and where money should be spent in their community. The use of citizen juries (to
create and set the criteria for sustainability projects), also had not been widely tested or
implemented before.

Decidim was successful, in that it provided a platform for information to be shared with the
public, and offered avenues for people to write proposals for local sustainability projects.
However, the implementation of the participatory process itself was more difficult than
expected and pushed the boundaries of what was possible for TK to do in practice. In the
end, specific sustainability projects were not agreed upon and selected through the use of
the platform.

Trondheim Katedralskole

The experience with the Decidim platform at Trondheim katedralskole, a local high school,
was effective because it had a clear objective and target group. The objective was to
capture proposals for projects the high school and TK could do to be more sustainable.
Proposals included improvements for recycling, composting, increased active
transportation and fewer car trips. The proposals can be accessed here .35

35 TK Katedralskole:
https://borgerkraft.trondheim.kommune.no/processes/katedralskole?locale=en

34 Borgerkraft:
https://borgerkraft.trondheim.kommune.no/?locale=no
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New municipal master plan for Trondheim

The experimentation with the Decidim platform in the +CityxChange project has led to its
adoption across several other citizen engagement processes in TK. The municipal master
plan is the largest test of the Decidim platform in LHC Trondheim. This process required
widespread engagement from a diverse range of people. Decidim was a good fit for this
process because it allowed for information and videos to be shared, upcoming meetings to
be posted and proposals to be submitted for consideration.
Submitting can be done here .36

Figure 4.14 Website of Borgerkraft in TK (source: TK)

Trøndelag i pluss (Trøndelag in plus)

Trøndelag i pluss is about shifting Trondheim and the surrounding county (Trøndelag), in a
positive (plus) sustainable direction. Trøndelag i pluss is anchored in the Decidim platform.
In collaboration with the Sustainability Center, this platform is being tested to engage local
businesses in sustainable value creation. Sustainable value creation hopes to reframe the
problems of the UNs SDGs as a business opportunity. The topics of mobility and local
renewable energy will be among the first to be tested in Trøndelag i plus.

The digital infrastructure set up in this project was intended to engage citizens in a 2-way
dialogue regarding the aims of the project while providing links with existing departments in
TK. In this way, Decidim was able to facilitate conversations and gather inputs. Proposals
centered around sustainability ideas in general, with an emphasis on local renewable
energy and mobility, where possible.

36 Borgerkraft:
https://borgerkraft.trondheim.kommune.no/processes/samfunnsplan?locale=en
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4.6 Digital Immersive Storytelling - The Story of Energy

4.6.1 Background leading to The Story of Energy
From 2019 until 2020 the Institute for Electrical Systems (IES) at NTNU collaborated with
several other faculties and had a diverse team of artists, scientists, researchers, designers
and architects. The team had discussions with TK and RK about two potential
demonstration sites in Trondheim: Elgesetergate Park and Sluppen Tunnel. Both sites were
examined regarding the proposed framework for the Trondheim innovation playground
strategy in D3.3.This framework can be seen as an innovation strategy to create engaged
communities and urban playgrounds for citizens to meet, interact and collaborate. The
framework helps to picture what capabilities and resources needed to successfully develop
a Playable Trondheim leading to a narrative intervention. The purpose is to bring people
together and use art, science and technology to address challenges.

For Elgesetergate Park there was a concrete idea about an installation of a big screen,
linked with physical games at the park to facilitate the interactive positive energy
playground. For Sluppen, a walkway tunnel was considered a potential playground site. It
was seen as a potential bridge between Sluppen’s identity and image not only as an
industrial zone, but also as a green-aware place connecting technology, industry and the
community together. The idea was to transform the space as an exemplary playground that
generates energy and data from footsteps to light up the tunnel in various colours, similar
to the public art installation at a tunnel across Adressaparken in TK. There were
conversations and workshops that created a culture in LHC Trondheim that values shared
reflection, co-creation and play.

The two ideas did not come to life as a part of +CityxChange, but the work gave experience
and knowledge to generate new conversations and prototypes. The collected data from a
series of workshops and conversations identified four guiding principles that must be
considered when creating an interactive energy campaign experience;

1. Openness

- Transparency of the campaign ś organization as well as its data.
- Openness in the use of technology and data that addresses community challenges.

2. Changemaking

- Citizens want to embrace community-led change that will have a positive impact on
the environment.

- Citizens are willing to support a campaign, or adopt a solution, if it is creating
awareness beyond technological solutions.

3. Co-creation

- Working together with the community is the way forward in creating a solution or
campaign that works for everyone.
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4. Involvement

- Increased motivation to adapt to an interactive intervention when there is a sense of
interaction between the campaign platform and the user.

- Increased motivation to adapt to an interactive intervention when there is a feeling
of taking control or responsibility for the environment through their actions.

4.6.2 The Story of Energy surfaces
In 2021 IES-NTNU staff and TK staff worked together exploring the options on how the
lessons learned from the substantial work, already done by the NTNU team in exploring
Elgeseter Park and Sluppen tunnel, could come to use. The experience and flexibility at
IES-NTNU proved valuable when exploring the possibility of examining various narrative
interventions in various sites in Trondheim. The renewed collaboration resulted in an
immersive and interactive narrative called “The Story of Energy”. It was exhibited at
Bøker&bylab Elgeseter in October 2021, during an event named “Levende Abelsgate”.

The Story of Energy can be shown on different digital platforms as a display, a story, or an
installation. Viewers can interact digitally as the story plays out. It can be used in different
ways and settings. The story can be further explored and developed in different directions
if desired. It is an artistic, existentialist, visual story about energy. The sun has the lead part
as the source of energy, and as the mastermind shaping the surface of the earth by
generating wind systems, ocean currents and more. The sun is also a prerequisite for how
+CityxChange plans to realise a PEB and the story circles back to that.

The digital story can be accessed here , and the pictures show the story being told on the37

screens at Bøker&bylab Elgeseter during the street festival, Levende Abelsgate, in the
Elgeseter demonstration area.

Figure 4.15 Street festival Levende Abelsgate (Source: TK)

37 The Story of Energy:
https://folk.ntnu.no/wendyann/energy-story/
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Figure 4.16 The Story of Energy story being shown on Bøker&bylab Elgeseter (source: NTNU)

Figure 4.17 The Story of Energy story being shown on Bøker&bylab Elgeseter (source: NTNU)
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5 Reflections

5.1 Similarities and differences of the Citizen Observatories
If applying an ecosystem approach to the different COs in Trondheim, their niches overlap,
but not to the extent that they compete and one or the other would become redundant.
They all serve a unique purpose, with shared traits, but they also represent substantial
differences in use and impact field, thus coexistence is achievable from a mere ecological
aspect. The setup, use and ownership of the COs differ, and that by itself expands the
learning experience for +CityxChange and TK as an organisation. The comparison and
structuring of the different elements of LHC Trondheims COs are useful learning,
considering transfer value to other cities establishing CO. It sheds a light on what the COs
have been and what they have contributed with, in LHC Trondheim.

Table 5.1 is structuring and categorizing the COs after elements, society segments and
demonstration categories. The purpose of the table is to see the main features of a CO and
easily compare them to each other in the context of elements, society segments and
demonstration categories.

Table 5.1 Structure and categorizing of the COs in LHC Trondheim (source: TK)
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Explaining the elements, segments and categories

Elements listed in table 5.1 are seen as interaction types represented within the COs. It is
important to note that some of the COs are parts of a larger structure that have more
interaction possibilities than the designated CO itself, if looked upon as an isolated entity.
Trondheim Playground is more than the designated space of the COs, but the COs are
within Trondheim Playground.

The boxes associated with elements are ticked off if the CO provides the possibility.
Network arena is a place where events can be hosted. For example; an open working place;
meeting rooms; cafes; co-working spaces etc. Capacity building is a type of activity where
knowledge is shared and provided, for example by workshops and internships. Simulation
and demonstration are activities where projects and data can be explored physically or
digitally within the CO. Project development is ticked off if the areas are used to initiate and
develop projects. Dissemination is the activity of sharing information with the public.

The society segments are divided to four groups, as the COs can be designed to one or
more groups within the society. The categories are private sector, public sector, academia
and civil society. These are thought as the main groups within a society, but they can be
composed by sub groups. For practical reasons, they are not further divided.

Demonstration categories are listed in five axes ; environmental, social, technical, economic,
legal and spatial. The units selected to compare the COs were created for the +CityxChange
demo projects. The borders are not absolute, and there will be cross-border relations.

5.2 The added value
Throughout the project when establishing COs, there have been new experiences, new
insights and new ways of thinking and working. From an organizational point of view, for
Trondheim Municipality, the work and results from +CityxChange has influenced and
shaped much of the ongoing and future work. BCV and the connection to the city planning
is addressed in previous chapters. Since this deliverable is describing the implementation
of CO, we will focus on their impact and value.

To have locations available outside the everyday structure of a municipality creates another
dynamic and access to citizens outside the organization. It also lets us have shared space
working on cross-sectional projects, which eases the threshold to make and take contact.
The COs provide TK with diverse locations that can be used by the citizens and businesses.
The spaces create a place for everyone to have common ground and to come together for
sustainable value creation.

The COs create value by bringing people together through work, meetings and events both
during and after the project phase. The spaces provide technology, such as screens and
media rooms, where people can continue to stay connected, even in a global pandemic. At
the COs people gain networking skills and take advantage of being in open work spaces
that provide links to several parts of a society. The networking approach creates knowledge
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sharing, project ideas and potential job opportunities. After the project phase, these spaces
will provide the public with spaces that can be used to develop new ideas and share
knowledge that can change the world.

Table 5.2 is an extended version of table 5.1, and includes many elements from the COs in
LHC Trondheim. This type of table is a chart that easily manifests the similarities and
differences between the COs. It gives a visual insight to an extensive amount of information
in a concise way, proving the diversity and layers that the COs cover in LHC Trondheim. As a
CO develops or changes during implementation and use, the chart can be updated or have
columns added. It will serve as documentation, and if it is continuously being revised and
updated, the COs further development can be seen as cohorts evolving through time and
processes. If someone, at any point, would analyze and compare the concept of different
COs, the chart will serve as a solid starting point.
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Table 5.2 The essentials of LHC Trondheim Citizen Observatories (source: TK)
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5.3 Lessons learned
There are many lessons learned when planning, implementing and using COs. Some of the
lessons learned have an indirect nature, creating positive synergies, but are not necessarily
standing out as important at first glance. However LHC Trondheim acknowledges this as an
important continuation of know-how, or tacit knowledge. This section will highlight and give
a short description of lessons learned that should be assessed if a city is considering
establishing or remake a CO. This section can be read as an extension of the five step
frame for COs described in section 3.2. Table 5.3 sums up the five step frame.

Table 5.3 Stepwise chart for developing a frame for a Citizen Observatory (see individual ones in the Annex)

Stepwise chart for developing a frame for a Citizen Observatory

1 Developing a brief - the essential information

● A specification of the concept for the COs as a whole.
● Identifies the purpose the CO will serve.
● Should include the essential information for each specific CO, if there are more than one.
● Contribution to the overall purpose of COs.
● Should include information about local conditions, actors, intentions, focus, ambitions and

goals.

2 Descriptive specifications- needed for the different spaces and arenas

● Practical and economic collaboration with existing actors and arenas.
● Decide if there is a need for contracts.
● Need or presence of technical equipment.
● Description of the physical content and premises present or needed within the CO.
● Accessibility, office space, meeting rooms, workshop-space, showroom, studio and other

things.

3 Digital infrastructure - planning and designing of digital infrastructure

● Attention should be paid to;
○ interaction design, integration of different tools, interfaces and usability,

communication structures.

4 Organizational structure - for the CO spaces
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● Following tasks should be considered;
○ unveil collaboration and interactions between stakeholders
○ unveil collaboration and interactions with the existing users of the space
○ define roles and responsibilities
○ identify gaps or missing structures

● Structure activities and have suitable hosts for the space and activities;
○ regular meetings to plan and strategize
○ calendar system
○ define exclusive territories and time slots if needed

● Services within the CO should be considered in advance. This could include;
○ support structures with mentors
○ access to funding mechanisms
○ interaction possibilities with other projects
○ internships

5 Support for the CO- events and activities supporting the relevance and mission

● Activities can be directly linked to the scope of the CO, or tangent.
● Support can be considered as an activity, a happening, a display or an interaction.
● A list of event and activities types could include;

○ Workshops, seminars, webinars, lectures, presentations, debates, dialogues, work
sessions, meetings, brainstorming, open events, ideation, hackathons, displays,
climathons, co-creation, podcast

Collaboration and formalized agreements

We learned that collaborative work is essential when establishing a functioning CO. Using
multiple partners to evolve and develop a space allows for innovative COs, for example the
partnership with the library at Bøker&bylab Elgeseter. It is experienced that when several
partners share a mission to have a physical CO, it is labour efficient and self-affirming.
Another essential part of COs is that the work and spaces have formalized agreements to
clarify and designate responsibilities. It is a prerequisite to have the same expectancy and
interpretation of roles, and can reduce friction.

Multiple users and shared physical spaces

A CO with multiple users will be used in different ways, often creating unforeseen beneficial
interactions. The CO has greater potential of becoming relevant in several dimensions, as
experienced in LHC Trondheim, and reinforce and enlarge the impact of the CO. This is
described in regard to Bærekraftsenteret and in relation to the UN SDGs, but applies to
more. The methodology and way of working collaboratively with other segments of a
society, spreads by practice and word of mouth. It is more effective through first hand
experience rather than reading a secondhand narrative.

Location

The location of the CO played a role in its success. Easy to find and on the ground floor was
a sensible format. For example with Bærekraftssenter, the central location, on the ground
floor, made it an easy space for students and business to find. It is also very visible; a
glass-framed open space within a larger municipal building that offers other services for the
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public. Except during the pandemic, the doors have been open, and frequently people
came by chance. They had heard that something was going on in this part of the building.
The dropins were people passing by from other meetings and errands, many from other
sections of the municipality, but also people from the county municipality, NGOs, business
sector and citizens. Much of the same accounts for Bøker&bylab Elgeseter. Being an
unorthodox library, meeting and event space, with visibility and open doors. The integrated
location at Lager11 with all the additional qualities, was also an advantage in targeting
random and by chance visitors offering them information and engagement to the ongoing
energy transition in Sluppen and +CityxChange.

Localization directly in urban transition areas, like the COs in Nyhavna and Sluppen, is not
fully investigated or explored because it is an ongoing process. But the potential value and
difference they can represent, with engaging and involving citizens, is formidable. The
developers, owners, neighbours, area inhabitants, the public sector and overall interest
groups can have a common ground to interact on. This should not be underestimated if
considering a value model with target group diversity similar to the interest groups.

Diversity, accessibility and opening hours

In LHC Trondheim there are four physical COs, dispersed on five different locations within
the Knowledge Axis. This makes the users and owners of the CO accessible in an extensive
geography, and with a lower threshold. Contemplating the COs as one organism, it covers
geography, space and possibilities beyond a single CO. The COs have different opening
hours, features and accessibility. If given the chance to plan more than one CO at the same
time, our recommendation is to focus on complementary features between them, adding
to the overall value, rather than establishing blueprints. In practice, this is a risk reduction
and multiplier effect set to use.

Plasticity and degree of freedom

Plasticity, in the context of capacity and adaptability to change, was experienced as an
important property of +CityxChange. The plasticity to make functional changes in location,
content and partners are all examples of adaptability and problem solving mindsets. In this
innovation project the degree of freedom, and the possibilities represented, is a valuable
lesson learned. This is further explained in section 5.4.

Pandemic

The pandemic had its impact on the use and possible physical interactions taking place in
the different COs. The main lessons learned are that digital spaces and equipment are
essential. New forms of meetings and webinars, as well as digital production, arose because
of proper screens and equipment. Then the open space also helped, with sufficient square
meters for distancing for regulated meetings and events. The pandemic also taught us to
use outdoor space if possible, and to combine physical and digital platforms.
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5.4 Improvements and lessons
As mentioned in section 1.3.1, there were location changes and additions made. This is a
part of our lessons learned since knowing why the changes were done can give insight and
relevant information to others planning on implementing COs. The plasticity within the
planning and implementation of the COs was crucial when experiencing better solutions
could be made, or changes had to be made.

Implementing a CO in Bærekraftsenteret was considered more viable than a temporary
installation in the central town square, where construction activities are not yet completed.
Becoming an indoor facility, with space for activities and technical equipment, increased the
use and interactions within the municipality, with other public entities, students, interns,
businesses and more. Bærekraftssenteret became the project office for +CityxChange, and
the integrated and shared location has led to extensive collaborative work with the national
charter of U4SSC .38

Bøker&bylab Elgeseter CO serves an extended purpose beyond +CityxChange; it meets the
need for the NTNU Campus Project to establish a physical arena for collaboration among
the stakeholders in the campus redevelopment. It made it notably easier for +CityxChange
to connect to the campus development and the citizens affected in the area. Being an
integrated part of Bøker&bylab Elgeseter has an additional value when considering the
scaling potential as large compared to the Adressaparken, which is not a direct part of the
demonstration area.

The CO at Sluppen was initially planned to be located in connection to the start-up hub
FAKTRY. FAKTRY is an office community for technology and hardware start-ups, with office
space, IoT- and AI-lab, hardware shop and more. This is an innovative space for
entrepreneurs, but is considered to have limited access for the rest of the community. The
opportunity to change CO locations became relevant when plans for Lager11 arose.
Sluppen, as an industrial area with a combination of old warehouse buildings, industrial
buildings and new modern office buildings, is in an ongoing transformation from industrial
to urban. Lager11, an old warehouse building, became a fresh space for culture, diversity
and good experiences - like a showcase for the transformation. With a food hall presenting
food from different nationalities, a blackbox with a stage to fill with culture and music, and
in general a community meeting place for all different kinds of people, this was the place
people were going to see, meet and explore the Sluppen transformation area. A section of
Lager11 hosts +CityxChange CO. It is located at the entrance and serves as an integrated
part of Lager11 where information about the energy transition and +CityxChange is
displayed.

Skipperkontoret (The Captainhouse) is situated in the heart of Trondheim’s biggest
transformation area, Nyhavna. The stakeholders are diverse; from public to private
property owners; the city; the harbour (Trondheim Havn); institutions; cultural actors;

38 United for Smart Sustainable Cities is an UN initiative that serves as the global platform to advocate for public
policy and to encourage the use of ICTs t o facilitate and ease the transition to smart sustainable cities.
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innovation companies and citizens. The sustainable development potential and innovation
potential are huge, and a physical space to meet with the public was needed. Innovations
and methodology from +CityxChange has a transferral value in the development of
Nyhavna. At the same time, the complexity of urban development and the increased focus
on citizen engagement made Skipperkontoret and Nyhavna a valuable addition to the COs
in Trondheim. It also provides additional workspace, exhibition space and expands the
network and interaction surface of +CityxChange.
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6 Conclusion
The five COs were implemented as part of the +CityxChange project before the end of year
two and in operation since then, within the limits of local pandemic responses. The
demonstration has shown the importance of working together with local stakeholders and
the network approach in implementing the COs. TK wishes to further develop and integrate
the COs in the municipality. Both as a tool for becoming an Energy Positive City before
2050, but also as part of the organizational work in the municipality. The importance of
spaces for innovation, interactions and involvement can not be stressed enough.

6.1 Possible challenges for Citizen Observatories
The COs in Trondheim are different in use and content, but share traits and some possible
challenges. Most striking is the temporality in finance and lack of a sustainable, long term
business model. This can be a sign of a systematic weakness, or a natural stress test COs
must endeavour. A process close to natural selection. It can also be seen as a possibility,
forcing innovative thinking and solutions, having a constant focus on adding value to a
process, a project or combining strengths to achieve more. It is sometimes easy to continue
with the status quo when nothing is challenged, and there is no imminent need for
resetting the course or thinking new thoughts.

Bærekraftsenteret will stay active beyond the project duration. Skipperkontoret will not
have its contract elongated after June 2022. The space will be in use, but with a new
commercial tenant. Bøker&bylab Elgeseter are exploring their options in securing a steady
finance plan. Details and future plans and options are discussed in the next section.

It is important to prove the benefit and the additional contribution a CO makes. It is as easy,
and at the same time as difficult, as just to be able to answer “what's in it for me” in the eyes
of the various user groups with different interests. It is crucial to prove this to the partners
financing the CO. If the CO don't have a revenue on their activities or other income then
subsidiaries, they are to a large extent reliant on public financing or project money.

Public sector must contemplate their responsibility in facilitating a neutral arena for the
public talk and interaction. The threshold for including TK in developing projects and other
initiatives, is experienced as low. The municipality is considered a non-competitive entity,
that brings partners together, that elseway wouldn't be sitting at the same table, debating
how to solve problems or innovate the services needed for a municipality or a city.

To use the COs, within a municipality, as a flexible space for projects, interactions, activities
and more, is intriguing when TK is currently exploring future localisation of the executive
staff. An additional perspective is the increased awareness of the importance of
collaborating with other segments in a city to expedite the UN SDGs. To do so there is a
need for designated spaces, with a flexible structure and suitable equipment. The value of
citizens' engagement and involvement in co-shaping their city and future, is becoming more
and more apparent. The focus and expectation to use citizen engagement and involvement
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will likely increase. To be able to reprocess and harvest from the vital source citizens
represent, we must have the tools and the facilities. COs have proven to include both.

6.2 What does the future hold?
The CO at Lager11 will continue to serve as an information corner. RK will use screens and
space to display what people can experience at Sluppen. People will be made aware of the
sustainable and innovative refurbishment of Sluppenvegen 11, the development of the
Sluppen area and its role in PEB development. Results from +CityxChange will be a part of
the solution for further development, hence the CO will continue to share information
about energy transition. The additional space at Lager11 will continue providing the public
with spaces for meetings, co-working and events.

Bærekraftsenteret will continue to exist and function as a CO for TK with many projects and
initiatives. It has the digital content and open space that makes it versatile and attractive for
many partners, activities and events.

Bøker&bylab Elgeseter is a visible and popular space, also used outside office hours as a
community house. There is an ongoing process to secure Bøker&bylab Elgeseter steady
finances. TK staff and others are currently exploring several options, and we know that the
CO can likely be financed through projects, awaiting a steady finance solution. As
mentioned, TK staff localisation is a process currently taking place, and the need for spaces
like the CO has been made known.

Even though Skipperkontoret will have new tenants from June 2022, it is not a defeat. It can
be seen as a bump in the road or a possibility. The use and activities that have been taking
place at Skipperkontoret actually made it an attractive place for others. As debated, the COs
shift and turn, as they evolve, and this is the transformation and path of Skipperkontoret.
One could say that it transformed the ugly duckling, an empty space, to the swan; a space
filled with people and activities that led to increased attractivity and new tenants. The
notion of pop-up COs, or temporarily COs, in areas in transformation could be a lead to
follow. The case with Skipperkontoret proves that building owners have potential value
hidden in property that a CO can trigger, and from that a symbiotic partnership can be
formed. The need for a common space in Nyhavna – a CO to follow up the needed
interactions with citizens during transformation and urban development – is still present.
The CO has proven its value, and the need and concept does not have an expiring date, we
just have to work with other solutions in the area.

The Powerhouse showroom is currently not up and running, but there is dialogue
concerning this. The potential is formidable, but the closure of the entrance cafe and the
pandemic had an impact. The good news is that the outdoor screen will soon be up and
running, and it shows and explains the innovations taking place in that exact demonstration
area. The information and narrative presented on the outdoor screen will follow the
development taking place in the green energy transition through +CityXchange.
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6.3 Final remark
Having established COs in LHC Trondheim has had a noticeable effect. They have added
value and functioned as catalysts and creative, multidimensional space for citizens, public
sector, businesses, the University and R&D sector. The diversity in the COs and the spatial
dispersion assured a broadened experience and different paths for them to evolve into.
The open approach and flexibility in how to implement the COs must be regarded as a
unique quality. Within a frame, but with all the possibilities.
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8 Appendix

This Annex contains the following parts:
● Links to YouTube introducing the demonstration areas in LHC Trondheim
● Political act from Trondheim Municipality regarding citizen involvement and

engagement.
● Stepwise chart for developing a frame for Citizen Observatories
● Stepwise chart filled in for Bøker&bylab Elgeseter, Brattøra, Lager11 and

Bærekraftsenteret as examples
● Contracts

○ Contract between +CityxChange and Skipperkontoret (part of Brattøra CO)
○ Contract between +CityxChange and Bøker&bylab Elgeseter
○ Contract between +CityxChange and Lager11

The purpose and main content of the contracts are explained in chapter 4.

8.1 YouTube links introducing demonstration areas in LHC Trondheim

Knowledge Axis - An introduction to Brattøra39

Knowledge Axis - An introduction to Nyhavna40

Knowledge Axis - An introduction to Elgeseter41

Knowledge Axis - An introduction to Sluppen :42

8.2 Political act - Trondheim Municipality

The City Council in LHC Trondheim commissioned a case study with the agenda to increase
citizen involvement and citizen engagement. The case was approved by the City Council
29.08.2019. This is the translated version of the act. The case study can be found here with
case number PS 0068/19 named “Den samskapte kommunen Trondheim”.

1. The City Council takes note of the councillor's briefing on citizen involvement.
2. Trondheim Municipality spends significant resources on citizen involvement , and it is
important that the municipality's work enables and strengthens the efforts of volunteers,
social entrepreneurs and others who are already working to achieve adopted societal goals.
In prioritizing methods and working methods, the city council wants more emphasis to be
placed on methods that mobilize the resources that already exist.

42 Sluppen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3y4ANjNK6A

41 Elgeseter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AS9oe1dw-gg

40 Nyhavna:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7UmnnmZg_8

39 Brattøra:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vr3jPiXDsF4
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3. Citizen involvement succeeds better when it is based on the everyday lives of people and
the place where people live. The City Council wants more of the citizen involvement to be
connected to people's local environment and local development work (cf. Area Lift
Saupstad Kolstad)
4. The City Council wants more use of temporary and short-term forms of citizen
involvement, so that it becomes easier for students and other groups who live in a district
for a shorter time to get involved.
5. Citizen involvement should to a greater extent than today be made an integral part of the
municipality's annual cycle and management system. This can be done, for example,
through a more systematic and gradually increasing use of citizen panels.
6. The municipality has a special responsibility for child and youth participation. The City
Council wants social media and other digital platforms to be used more actively to include
this group in co-creation and decision-making processes.
7. Good citizen involvement is important in the work of establishing New Trondheim. The
City Council asks the councilor to follow and support the work with the local environment
council in Klæbu and use the experiences from Klæbu to assess measures in the rest of the
municipality.
8. Further evaluation and development of citizen involvement is necessary. The City Council
wants the councilor to use the university municipality's collaboration with NTNU to promote
a research-based development of the municipality's practice.
9. The municipality should also facilitate direct involvement in the municipality's service
offerings, including those run by private individuals with municipal subsidies.
10. The City Council encourages more organizations to contribute to increased citizen
involvement, for example following the pattern of the trade union movement's input to the
City Council's decision-making processes through the Trondheim Manifesto.
11. The City Council emphasizes the importance of minorities also being heard in the
involvement processes.
12. The City Council asks the councilor to implement a pilot scheme with participatory
budgeting in investment projects, e.g. in connection with the design of city parks and the
design of outdoor areas.
13. The City Council asks the councilor to use and further develop the experiences from
Områdeløft Saupstad Kolstad to include more children and young people in the
development of recreational areas in their local environment.
14. The City Council would like to emphasize that the municipality has a special task in
obtaining the votes of those who are not often heard , either because they do not know the
procedure well enough, do not know the channels for input well enough, or for other
reasons are unable to let their voice be heard.
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8.3 Stepwise chart for developing a frame for Citizen Observatory

Stepwise chart for developing a frame for a Citizen Observatory

1 Developing a brief - the essential information

● A specification of the concept for the COs as a whole.
● Identifies the purpose the CO will serve.
● Should include the essential information for each specific CO, if there are more than one.
● Contribution to the overall purpose of COs.
● Should include information about local conditions, actors, intentions, focus, ambitions and

goals.

2 Descriptive specifications- needed for the different spaces and arenas

● Practical and economic collaboration with existing actors and arenas.
● Decide if there is a need for contracts.
● Need or presence of technical equipment.
● Description of the physical content and premises present or needed within the CO.
● Accessibility, office space, meeting rooms, workshop-space, showroom, studio and other

things.

3 Digital infrastructure - planning and designing of digital infrastructure

● Attention should be paid to;
○ interaction design, integration of different tools, interfaces and usability,

communication structures.

4 Organizational structure - for the CO spaces

● Following tasks should be considered;
○ unveil collaboration and interactions between stakeholders
○ unveil collaboration and interactions with the existing users of the space
○ define roles and responsibilities
○ identify gaps or missing structures

● Structure activities and have suitable hosts for the space and activities;
○ regular meetings to plan and strategize
○ calendar system
○ define exclusive territories and time slots if needed

● Services within the CO should be considered in advance. This could include;
○ support structures with mentors
○ access to funding mechanisms
○ interaction possibilities with other projects
○ internships

5 Support for the CO- events and activities supporting the relevance and mission

● Activities can be directly linked to the scope of the CO, or tangent.
● Support can be considered as an activity, a happening, a display or an interaction.
● A list of event and activities types could include;

○ Workshops, seminars, webinars, lectures, presentations,, debates, dialogues, work
sessions, meetings, brainstorming, open events, ideation, hackathons, displays,
climathons, co-creation, podcast
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8.4 Stepwise chart filled in for Bøker&bylab Elgeseter

Stepwise chart for Bøker&bylab Elgeseter

Step 1. Developing a brief

Address: Professor Brochs gate 2, 7030 Trondheim
Floor: first floor
Size: 450 m2
Concept: A multi use location, that works as a meeting place, co-creation place, library, open
space for discussions, presentations, ideation and collaboration.
Owner/partners: Trondheim municipality (several units, including the library) in collaboration with
NTNU, Studentsamskipnaden and KLP
Open hours: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday from 15h to 19h. Can also be booked for events.
Focus: Innovation district
General goals: to create an easily accessed space, where knowledge can be achieved and
shared. Where different entities can collaborate, interact and create shared solutions.
Goals specific for +CityxChange: Meeting place, vendor place, showroom etc. to inform, engage
and activate different actors in order to facilitate the energy transition towards PEBs.
The use and user groups will develop and evolve with the needs and processes taking place in the
Campus area. This is not a static or set space.

Step 2. Descriptive specifications

● 2 large screens on wheeled stands
● High quality camera, to facilitate digital meetings
● Subscription to MagicInfo, which allows screen content to be curated (for example, to

show upcoming events and activities)
● Key card access to the building for staff and partners
● Access to kitchen
● Workshop space
● Meeting space
● Different zones
● Cafeteria in the building

Step. 3 Digital infrastructure

● Trondheim2030 is used to tell stories about Bøker&bylab Elgeseter and the Elgeseter43

area
● Bøker&bylab Elgeseter Facebook is used to promote events and engage the public44

● Tk events and TRD events are used to promote upcoming events and activities as well45 46

Step 4. Organizational structure

● Open hours and activities are based on availability and expertise of staff
● Events are planned and shared using an open Google calendar

46TRD events:
https://trdevents.no/

45TK events:
https://tkevents.no/

44 Bøker og Bylab Elgestner:
https://www.facebook.com/bokerogbylab/

43 Trondheim 2030 Elgeseter:
https://trondheim2030.no/elgeseter
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● Tasks are divided according to background (Library staff responsible for books,
+CityxChange staff responsible for energy related events and community outreach, etc.)

● Stakeholder planning meetings are called as necessary
● Developing and signing contracts (December 2023)

Actors/users: owners, Pådriv, students, citizens, businesses, volunteers, visitors. Local citizens,
public sector, business sector and academia have a shared meeting place to interact and engage
in topics relevant to them.

Step 5. Support for the CO

● Community events are organized around a theme and host person/organization
● Citizens and student groups are able to book the space
● Digital webinars and events are held at this location, using the screens and high quality

camera

8.5 Stepwise chart filled in for Skipperkontoret

Stepwise chart for Skipperkontoret (Brattøra)

Step 1. Developing a brief

Address: Skippergata 11, 7040 Trondheim
Floor: first floor
Size: 160 m2

Concept: A multi-use location that works as a meeting place, co-creation place, exhibition space
and space for discussions, presentations, ideation and collaboration.
Owner/partners: Trondheim municipality in collaboration with Trondheim Port Authority.
Open hours: after appointment
Focus: A meeting space for co-creating the attractive and sustainable development of Nyhavna
General goals: to create a meeting space, where knowledge about Nyhavna can be shared and
achieved. A space to inspire and invite for a public to get to know the area and cocrate the future.
Goals specific for +CityxChange: Meeting place, vendor place, showroom etc. to inform,
engage and activate different actors in order to facilitate the energy transition towards PEBs.
The use and user groups will develop and evolve with the needs and processes taking place in
the Campus area. This is not a static or set space.

Step 2. Descriptive specifications

● 2 large screens (size) on wheeled stands
● High quality camera, to facilitate digital meetings
● Access to kitchen
● Office space
● Workshop space
● Meeting space
● Different zones

Step 3. Digital infrastructure
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● Hendelser på Nyhavna highlights events and happenings in the area47

● Hendelser på Nyhavna Facebook is used to promote events and to inform and engage48

the public
● Trondheim bylab is an information site for Nyhavna, citizen engagement and the city as49

a living lab

Step 4. Organizational structure

● Events are planned and executed by TK staff working at Skipperkontoret
● Students and others are invited to use the space
● TK staff have Skipperkontoret as their office space

Actors/users: Municipality, NTNU students, developers, culture and innovation actors, visitors,
Pådriv, students, citizens, businesses, volunteers, visitors. Local actors, public sector, business
sector and academia have a shared meeting place to interact and engage in topics relevant to
them.

Step 5. Support for the CO

● Community events are organized and executed by the TK staff present and collaborators
● Students can use sthe space
● Other TK and NTNU staff can use the space
● Space can be used for festivals, exhibitions, workshops, co-creation and more

8.6 Stepwise chart filled in for Bærekraftsenteret

Stepwise chart for Bærekraftssenteret

Step 1. Developing a brief

Address: Erling Skakkes gate 14, 7004 Trondheim
Floor: first floor
Size: 500m2

Concept: A multi use location that works as a meeting place, co-creation place, open space for
discussions, presentations, ideation and collaboration.
Owner/partners: Trondheim municipality
Focus: A space for sustainable development and innovation
General goals: to create an easily accessed space, where knowledge can be achieved and
shared. Where different entities can collaborate, interact and create shared solutions.
Goals specific for +CityxChange: Meeting place, vendor place, showroom etc. to inform,
engage and activate different actors in order to facilitate the energy transition towards PEBs.
The use and user groups will develop and evolve with the needs and processes taking place. This
is not a static or set space.

Step 2. Descriptive specification

49 TK webpage about Nyhavna:
https://sites.google.com/trondheim.kommune.no/trondheimbylab/hendelser-p%C3%A5-nyhavna

48 Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Community/Hendelser-p%C3%A5-Nyhavna-217682708612735/

47 Nyhavna:
https://hendelserpanyhavna.no/
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● Large area that can be arranged for different kinds of meetings or videos
○ Couches,
○ Wood SDG cubes that can be used for seating

● High quality media room equipped with:
○ Microphones
○ Headsets
○ Large screen
○ Computer
○ HD Cameras

● Key card access to the building for staff and interns

Step 3. Digital infrastructure

● Bærekraftssenteret facebook page is used to post events and share what is going on at
the Centre

● Bærekraftssenteret instagram page is used to post images of things that are happening
● Bærekraftssenteret Tiktok page posts videos and highlights from things going on in space
● Bærekraftssenteret linkedin is a business centered page where you can see posts on

events and updates on what is going on at the Centre

Step 4. Organizational structure

● The media room is booked using an open Google calendar
● The location has open seating workspaces
● Partners, students, internships and employees can use the space workshops and more
● TK staff acts as mentors together with invited experts
● Students from NTNU frequently inhabit the CO
● Open for collaboration and use for staff from TK, businesses, NTNU, partners in

+CityxChange, NGOs, county city and more
● Open space for a collaborative workspace

Actors/users: +CityxChange staff, students, citizens, businesses, volunteers, visitors. Local
citizens, public sector, business sector and academia have a shared meeting place to interact and
engage in topics relevant to them.

Step 5. Support for the CO

● Workshops, meetings, seminars
● Hosting webinars, events, podcasts

8.7 Stepwise chart filled in for Lager11

Stepwise chart for Lager11

Step 1. Developing a brief

Address: Sluppenvegen 11, 7037 Trondheim
Floor: first floor
Size: 1328 m2 (including CO)
Size CO: 28,7 m2
Concept: Lager11 is a street food and scene concept located at Sluppen. It contains a food court
with 8 street food providers from different parts of the world, in addition to a bar and a blackbox.
The blackbox is a scene for a broad spectrum of events; including concerts, bingo,
baby-parents-meetings and business presentations for students.
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Owners/partners: Lager11 is fully owned by R. Kjeldsberg, a real estate developer that works
with the transformation of Sluppen from an industrial to urban area.
Open hours: Lager11, including the CO:
Wed 11.00-13.00 (Lunch)
Thur 16.00-23.00
Fri 16.00-23.00
Sat 12.00-23.00
Sun 13.00-20.00
Events can take place outside the opening hours.
Focus/general goal: Lager11 was created to spark activity at Sluppen and bring a diverse group
of people to the area. The two main goals for Lager11 is to give great experiences to existing
workers at Sluppen, and to bring new people to explore the area. By offering exciting food and
culture after working hours, and employing workers from different cultures, Sluppen is coming to
life as an open, vibrant and diverse meeting place.

Step 2. Descriptive specifications

● 2 large screens and 1 interactive tablet
● High quality camera, to facilitate digital meetings
● Subscription to MagicInfo, which allows screen content to be curated (for example, to

show upcoming events and activities
● Workshop space
● Meeting space
● Different zones
● Food Hall in the building

Step. 3 Digital infrastructure

● Lager11 webpage has information about the business, the food stalls, booking of tables50

and blackbox, opening hours and events
● Lager11 Facebook page is used to promote events and share information51

Lager11 Instagram page is used to share pictures and videos of things that are52

happening
● Lager11 LinkedIn page has information about the business53

● Sluppen webpage and Sluppen at Facebook , Instagram are giving information and54 55 56

updates about the development at Sluppen, events happening and are creating a
community and identity to Sluppen

● “Livet på Sluppen” (“Life at Sluppen”), a closed Facebook group for R. Kjeldsberg’s tenants.
It is used to give information to workers at Sluppen, including promoting events at
Lager11

The different food stalls have their own social media pages, posting pictures and information
about their everyday life at Lager11, their food, about Lager11 events, and sharing each other's
posts.

Step 4. Organizational structure

56 Sluppen Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/sluppentrondheim/

55 Sluppen Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SluppenTrondheim

54 Sluppen: https://www.sluppen.no/

53 Lager11 Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lager11/

52 Lager11 Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lager_11/

51 Lager11 Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Lager11.trondheim

50 Lager11: https://lager11.no/
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● Both the food hall and blackbox are open for booking
● Lager11 is using the spaces to host events, some open to all free of charge, some open

for workers at Sluppen, and some with a ticket fee
● The food hall and CO is always open for all during opening hours
● Other actors can book the spaces to host their own events, being anything from a closed

birthday party to an open dance performance
● The food hall can only be booked for closed events outside opening hours, but the

blackbox can be used at any time for any event
● Lager11 is collaborating with neighbors Grip climbing centre and Austmann Brewery in

hosting events and promoting each other’s businesses.
● Visitors go back and forth between the different spaces at Sluppen, exploring new

additions to the area.
Actors/users: RK, business community at Sluppen, visitors, citizens, TK, partners within
+CityxChange, neighbours and more.
Collaboration with existing arenas: Sluppen, Grip, Lager11, Austmann, FAKTRY

Step 5. Support for the CO

● Community events
● Afterwork
● Community meeting place.
● Events hosted by TK and cultural actors
● Community meeting about the sustainable development of Sluppen, with a panel

discussion between actors from R. Kjeldsberg, Lager11 and the project.
● Private events
● Seminars
● Webinars
● Concerts and more
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8.8 Contract between +CityxChange and Skipperkontoret
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8.9 Contract between +CityxChange and Bøker&bylab Elgeseter :

KONTRAKT FOR DRIFT OG BRUK AV LOKALER BØKER & BYLAB ELGESETER
Bakgrunn: Bruker arrangerer åpne arrangementer på Bøker & bylab.

1 Avtalepartnere er:
● +CityxChange (org.nr. 942110464) som Bruker
● Trondheim kommune ( org.nr.942110464) v. Bøker & bylab

2 Virksomhet i Bøker & bylab
Bruker disponerer Bøker & bylab lokaler til arrangement i regi av +CityxChange etter avtale.
I hovedsak workshops og arrangement: "To support the acceleration of becoming a positive
energy city, a demonstration of the citizen observatory will be implemented". Tidspunkt for
forberedelse av arrangement og nedrigging/rengjøring avtales nærmere mellom partene.

Bøker&bylab har fast åpningstid for publikum fra 01.12.2019, tirs-ons-tors kl 12-19 og kl
12-16 søndager. Lokalet holdes åpent for publikum - for deltakelse på arrangementet og
for tilgang til biblioteket.

3 Kostnad
Bruker disponerer avtalt del av arealet til Bøker&bylab (se vedlagt plantegning) etter avtale
mot at +CityxChanges medarbeider Cole Grabinsky annenhver torsdag er vert fra klokka
12:00 til 19:00. +CityxChange investerer i 17 Bærekraftsklosser/krakker + logoer som kan
monteres på synlig sted i lokalet etter nærmere avtale med Bøker og avklaring med huseier
KLP. I tillegg kjøper +CityxChange skjermer til lokalet som viser innhold knyttet til
+CityxChange/Bøker&Bylab.

4 Nøkkelkort til ytterdør
Bruker disponerer et kort til bruk for ytterdør. Nøkkelen er registrert på kontaktperson for
Bruker. Dersom nøkkelkortet mistes må eventuelt gebyr for å bekoste nytt dekkes av
Bruker.

5 Forpliktelser
Bruker forplikter seg til å rydde lokalet etter bruk, sett på plass stoler, tørke av bord,
rengjøre gulv og sette i oppvaskmaskin. Lokalet skal være forsvarlig låst etter bruk.
Eventuelle skader påført under bruk dekkes av Bruker. Bruker skal gjøre seg kjent med
følgende dokumenter:
- Slik bruker du Bøker & bylab
- Smittevernregler på Bøker & bylab
- Lese og skrive under branninstruks som ligger på kjøkken

Hver av partene holder sine eiendeler/ interesser forsikret.
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6 Varighet
Kontrakten varer fra 9. September 2020 til 30. Juni 2021.

7 Kontaktpersoner
Ansvarlig kontaktperson for Bruker: Cole Grabinsky Ansvarlig kontaktperson i Trondheim
kommune v/Bøker & bylab: Anne Reinton

Dato: 09.09.2020
Trondheim kommune: Anne Renton
+CityxChange: Silja Rønningsen

8.10 Contract between +CityxChange and Lager11

Samarbeid Kjeldsberg og Trondheim kommune

BYLAB Sluppen

Bakgrunn for samarbeidet

Sluppen er testområde for smartbyprosjektet CityxChange, hvor både Trondheim
kommune og R. Kjeldsberg er partnere. Dette prosjektet skal bidra til etableringen av en
bylab og interaksjonsarena for smart og bærekraftig byutvikling, hvor det er lagt til rette for
formidling, deltakelse og involvering.

Dette er en del av Task 5.3 i +CxC som er kalt “Citizen Observatories”. En av fire slike
"Citizens Observatories skal utvikles på Sluppen. Trondheims rolle er prosjektledelse,
innkjøp av materiell bevilget av EU, samt å bidra til å lage aktivitetsplan for bruk i de tre
månedene det er krav om bruk av +CxC, fra EU. Kjeldsbergs rolle er å detaljere arbeidet og
oppsettet på stedet, samt være vert på en av fire "citizen Observatories". ByLab Sluppen
inngår i strategi for innovasjonsdistrikt sammen med de andre bydelene, og kobles også til
Trondheim kommunes overordnede kommunikasjonsarbeid. Utover prosjektets leveranse
vil Trondheim kommune følge opp driften gjennom kommunikasjonsstrategien for smartby.

Krav fra EU for å ha oppfylt delprosjekt 5.3:
"Citizen observatories are established with the purpose of providing a platform where citizens,
city representatives and key stakeholders of the +CityxChange Project are able to interact and
raise awareness about what is happening in each DPEB. The observatories provide a physical
space where the community and stakeholders can access tools such as the DST, Citizen
Participation Playbook, BCV, and other forms of project-related information. The observatory
provides a place where all contributors can interact and collaborate to develop solutions that
contribute to the cities' PEBs/PEDs. Detailed definitions will be prepared in the Citizen
Participation Playbook, (D3.2), each LHC's Citizen Observatory plan (D4.3 & 05.3) and in the
replication processes in FCs captured in 06.3.
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Number of citizen observatories established in each SCD The number of citizen observatories
established is calculated by the sum of all observatories established and fully operational for
more than three consecutive months in designated +CxC DAs.

The observatory must be open to stakeholders of the +CxC project as well as to members of
the public."

Bylaben blir lokalisert i Lager11, som eies av R. Kjeldsberg. Bylaben skal tilrettelegge for at
folk flest får økt kjennskap til - og involvering i - byutviklingen på Sluppen. Målgruppen er
folk i alle aldre.

Hva er Bylab Sluppen?

Bylab Sluppen skal omhandle byutviklingen på området, med særlig fokus på bærekraft og
smartby - løsninger.

Bylab Sluppen skal bestå av fysiske elementer som skjermer og møbler, samt være en
møteplass. Det skal være minst én skjerm som har fleksibel bruk, og minst én skjerm med
fast programmert innhold. Hensikten med skjermene er å fortelle ulike historier som kan
rulle og gå. Historiene produseres og godkjennes av partene. Hensikten med møteplassen
er å tilby et sted for partene, samt eksterne samarbeidspartnere, å møtes fysisk i
sammenhenger hvor byutvikling og bærekraft er sentralt. Partene kan bruke bylaben aktivt
som møtested, også i samarbeid med eksterne aktører som eks. men ikke begrenset av
Ungt Entreprenørskap og Grønn Barneby.

Partenes forpliktelser

Kjeldsberg ved Lager11 stiller til disposisjon et definert areal til bylab i Sluppenvegen 11.

Begge partene har tilgang til Bylaben. Retningslinjer for tilgang og bruk av lokalet skrives
som vedlegg til avtalen.

Begge parter kan brande og markedsføre ByLab Sluppen gjennom sine respektive kanaler
med sin egen arbeidsgiver/firma som avsender, men markedsføring må inkludere +CxC
som brand/samarbeidsprosjekt der det er naturlig.

Kostnader for etablering og drift av Bylaben. Trondheim kommune skal i tråd med CxC
Grant Agreement 824260 bistå med personell for planlegging av aktiviteter. I tillegg vil
Trondheim kommune kjøpe og donere utstyr som skjermer og teknisk utstyr. I tillegg vil
Trondheim kommune gi 17 krakker av tre utformet i tråd med bærekraftsmålene til
lokasjonen.

Installasjoner og det visuelle uttrykket i bylaben skal henge sammen med Lager11 for øvrig.
Det gjelder også bruk av skilt. Dette avklares med Lager11s ledelse.
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R. Kjeldsberg får dekket 6 månedsverk for å drifte en bylab, og disse midlene skal brukes for
å dekke kostnader knyttet til ansatte i Lager11 som må være til stede for
åpning/stenging/drift i forbindelse med aktiviteter.

Skjerminnhold skal være godkjent av begge parter før det tas i bruk i bylaben. Partene
bidrar med sine perspektiver, temaer og fortellinger rundt byutviklingen, som presenteres
på skjermer i bylaben. Skjerminnhold skal i første omgang programmeres av Trondheim
kommune, med input fra Kjeldsberg Eiendom.

Bylab-området skal kunne benyttes av Lager11 og gjester på stedet, så fremt arealet ikke er
booket av andre.

Aktiviteter i regi av Trondheim kommune og prosjektet +CityxChange avklares i samarbeid
med Kjeldsberg gjennom felles aktivitetskalender, slik at bruk er i tråd med retningslinjer for
Lager 11.

Lager11 skal kunne benytte minst én skjerm til annen bruk, eks. visning av kulturelle
arrangementer, dersom ikke Bylaben er i bruk av andre partnere.

Videre drift av ByLab Sluppen utover prosjektperioden for +CityxChange (sluttføres
31.12.2023) avtales og avtalefestes mellom partene i rimelig tid før +CxC-prosjektet
avsluttes. Utover prosjektets leveranse vil Trondheim kommune følge opp samarbeidet
gjennom overordnede kommunikasjonsstrategier.

Avtalen trer i kraft ved signering av samarbeidsavtalen.

Sted, dato
10.06 2020

Ole Petter Bjørseth, R. Kjeldsberg AS
Silja Rønningsen, +CityXChange
Vedlegg 1: Retningslinjer for tilgang til og bruk av Bylab Sluppen

Aktiviteter/bruk av bylab
- Formidling til mindre grupper
- Streaming av digitale samtaler leventer
- Workshops

Aktiviteter skal avtales i felles kalender.

I henhold til samarbeidsavtalen, har begge partene tilgang til Bylab Sluppen. Ettersom
lokalet eies og driftes av Kjeldsberg, legges det til grunn at tilgang og bruk alltid må
forhåndsavtales med Kjeldsberg v/bookingansvarlig i Lager11 AS (booking@lager11.no).

Kommunens og eksterne partneres bruk av arealet kan begrenses av Lager11s
booking-status og åpningstider. Lager11s åpningstider er per mars 2020 planlagt å være:
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Torsdager: 16:00 - 22:00
Fredager: 16:00 - 24:00
Lørdager: 10:00 - 24:00
Søndager: 11:00 - 18:00

Bylaben kan gjerne bookes utenfor åpningstider.

Øvrige arealer i Lager11, som mathall, bar, black box og kontorer, skal ikke brukes med
mindre det er avtalt på forhånd. Lager11 baserer seg på høy grad av flerbruk, og øvrige
lokaler kan være i bruk av andre, selv om Bylaben er booket og i bruk av partene.
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